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THE PHENOMENAL GROWTH
OF THE NIGERIAN BANKING
INDUSTRY IN THE 1980'S AND THE
NEED FOR STRATEGIC PLANN]NG
IN THE 199O'S
bv ESAN OGUNILEYE, F.C.I.B.
Crown Mercltsnt Bank Ltd.,
The growth of the Banking Industry
in Nigeria especially in the last half of
1980's had been of considerable
interest to both citizens of this country
and foreigners alike. Hence, the leap in
the number of licensed banks had been
described as anything from remarkable
to phenomenal. There has also been
deverse opinion about the effect of the
increasing number of banks in the
system. While some regard it as a
healthy development, others see it as
very unsettling. In order to refresh our
memories and to be able to appreciate
the growth rate over time, a short trip
down the memory lane should be of
benefit.

HISTORICAL
BACKGROUND

In Nigeria according to Joe A.
Umole in his book, (Monetary &
Banking Systems in Nigeria), banking
came with the advent of colonial
masters, and the introduction of thg
first modern banking dated back tci
1892 when the African Banking
C-orporation was established in Lagos
at the invitation of Elder Dempster
C.ompany. Probably arising from the
good performance of the African
Banking Corporation, another bank
opened its branch office in Lagos in
1894-The Bank of British West
Africa Limited-now. First Bank ol
Nigeria Limited enjoyed the monopoly
over banking business in Nigeria until

1916, when another Colonial Bank
regarded as more aggressive was
established.
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ln 1925, the assets and liabilities ol
this bank were taken over by a consortium of banks to form a new bank
named Barclays Bank, D.C.O. and

now changed to Union Bank of Nigeria
timited. Other expatriate banks i.vere

later introduced ro Nigeria, such as,
United Bank for Africi, niaU Sank,
International Bank for West Africa
(now IBWA/Afribank), Bank of India,
Bank of America (now Savannah Banki

and Chase Manhattan Bank. The banki
which were established by rhe colonial

government and business men were

mainly catering

for the interest of

expatriates. The discriminatorv attitude
ol rhese banks against indigenous men,
women and enterprieses led to protests

and establishment of the first indigenous bank in 1929, which went inro
liquidation in 1930. Anorher indigenous bank-The Nigerian Mercantile
Bank was established in 193 I with an
initial paid-up capital of N3,400, but

went into voluntary liquidation in

Despite the woeful failures

of

1936.

these

banks due largely to inadequate capital,
inexperienced management, ineffiiient

and crud accounting method as well as
prevailing depressed economic condi-

tions, the determination of Nigerians
to own, control and manage their own
banks persisted.

However, in 1933, another
indigenous banking institution was
formed as National Bank of Nigeria
Limited with a nominal capital of
N20,000. The favourable outcome ol
the establishment of National Bank,
and the bou1,66.r, of economic condi-

tions of the post-world war years,
encouraged others to establisli

indigenous banks. However, between
1945 and 1960, a total of twenty three
indigenous banks were established, and

twenty

of them had either failed

or

surrendered their licences. Only three

survived, namely-National Bank of
Nigeris, Agbonmagbe Bank (now
Wema Bank Limited) and African

Continental Bank.

As a result of the failures of the early
it became necessary to regulate

banks,

the opening and operations of these
banks. This led to the erractment of the
first banking legislation-The Bhnking
Ordinance
dence

in

of

1952. Between Indepen-

1960 and 1980, about l3 new
commercial banks were established and
they have all survived till date.

EVOLUTION OF CENTRAL
BANK OF NIGERIA
The increased educational awareness
and the alarming bank failures of the
early 1950's brought about the growing
need for a Central Bank. This culmina_
ted in the establishment of the Central
Bank in 1958, though it did not start
full operation unril July 1959.

The Banking Industry had gone
through progressive and moderate
expansion since

mid 1970's. These

includes the establishment of 5
Merchant Banks in 1974 and bv l9g4
the number had risen to 12. At tire end
of the 1985 the total number of Commercial Merchant and Development
Banks had gone up considerably.-
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CURRENT SITUATION
The Banking Industry in Nigeria has
witnessed the greatest expansion since
the mid-eighties. In 1986 4 new banks

operation-2 merchant
and 2 commercial. In 1987, additional
commenced

4 were licenced, while 1988 saw not less

than 20 new banks coming into operation. According to a recent report of
National Deposit Insurance Corpora-

tion (NDIC) 17 new banks

were

licenced during 1989. The same report
indicated that at the close of 1989, a
total of 81 insured banks were opera-

ting in the Country-47 Commercial
and 34 Merchant with a total of 1,904

d) With the economic down-turn
which started in the first half of
1980's foreign partners in the existrng banks were relinquishing their
shares, and of course would not
enter into new partnerships. Hence

it

became difficult to meet the
foreign participation condition for
licencing. This situation, coupled
with the dYnamism and caPabilitY
of the Nigerian banking personnel
paved the way for relaxation of the

foreign participation'factor, and

the entry of Nigerian whollY
owned banking institution in the
late 80's.

Branches/Offices. These figures seem
exclude those of the Development

to

banks.

WHY THE UPSURGE IN
1980',S?
Quite a number o[ reasons had been
adduced by market watchers for the
upsurge in number of banks in the late
1980's including the followings:
a) With the evolution of the Central

Bank and the attendant Political
and Economic awareness of its
roles and functions, Nigerians
czrme to the conclusion that political independence alone was
insufficient; and therefore started
to struggle for economic independence. Investment in and control
of the financial system offers itself
as an area of interest to businessmen.

b) The implementation of tne indigenisation decree in the late 1970's
oeated a yawning investment gap
left by foreigners to the Nigeria
enterprise. Due to lack of sufficient
awareness and resources, individual Nigerians could not pick up

such opportunities to make the
60:40 stock-holding ratio of the
Banking Institutions. The Federal
Government as the only body whcr
could afford such large investments
took them up'in trust'for the
Nigerian citizens.

c) Owing to the oil boom of the
1970's the Nigerian economy
became increasingly monetised and
activities increased in all sectors

including the financial system, to
the admiration of the now economically aware citizens, who ventured into the establishment of new
banks. Usually, such banks were
established on the basis of foreign
partnership participation of 40Vo
shareholding.

The implementation of the indigeisolion decree in the lote 1970's created a
yowning investment gap left by
foreigners to the Nigeria enterprises.
Due to lock of sufficient qwqreness qnd
resources, individuol Nigerians could
not pick up such opportunities to moke
the 60:40 siock-holding ratio of the
Bonking Institutions. The Federal
Government as the only body who
could offord such large investment
took them up in trust for' for the

Nigerian Citizen.

e) As the Nigeran economic situation
deteriorated in the later part of
1980's, the dcbt burden manifested

l; Added to the urge for

other
bank-

businesses to diversity into

ing, is the fact that though since
1982, the economy had performed
consistently poorly with negative

real growth; during that

salne

period existing banks Posted high
ieturns on investment, and growing balance sheet. The high ProfitaUitlty of banks and the perceived

profit potential have

therefore
encouranged continued entry into
the industrY.

Hence, the growth rate

in

the

banking industry has been tremendous,

especially within the last 2 Years
(1i88-1990). Today, not less than 97
banks are operating, and a total of not
less than 105 would have been licenced,
with a lot of applications still in the
pipe line.

SURYIVAL PROSPECTS FOR
1990'S
Alarmed bY the growth rate in the
banking industry during the last segment of 1980's, manY questions have
been raised by members of the public,
about the suryival of. many banks in
the 1990's. This is borne out of the
concerns reflected in such questions as:

i) Is Nigeria not now over-banked?
ii) Has Nigerian economy th.e banking
personnel to go rouncl atl tne

itself in the derth of foreign
exchange both in terms export
earnings, new credits and new

iii) Will the long

in

banks

foreign investments; the Structural
Adjustment Programme (SAP)

iv) Aren't we heading for the

1950's

was introduced. Deregulation
became an essential factor of SAP
and diversification of business for
survival purposes became the order
of the day. As deregulation con-

tinued, and consumer

resistance

grew, the manufacturing and other
sectors looked for ways of not only
reducing production and overhead
costs, but also to enhance returns
on their assets. One such avenue
was the involvemenr in money

market and financial activities,
which provided an easy alternative
to the arduous and expensive procuration of foreign exchange for
raw materials importation with
lengthy production and marketing
processes. Some Corporate Trea-

sury Departments virtually
metamorphosed into licenced
banks.

banks?

queues

continue?

situation of bank failures, with all
these 'mushroom' banks springing

up everyday?

v) What business is there for all

the

banks running after the same set

of

customers?

vi) Isn't the proliferation of

banks

hazardous to the economy?

Specific answers

to

can only be a matter

these questions

of opinion

as the

questions themselves, but generally
speaking, the banking industry has
been one of the most active and turbu-

lent of all the sectors within the last
three vears or so. The reason for this
can bri found in the objectives of SAP,
for its desire to achieve economic recovery thorough interplay of monetary
variables like money supplv, interest
rates etc. which falls within rlie ambit
of the banking industry. Therefore, the
banking industry which (pre-SAP) had
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remained less prominent in the economic affairs of the country, due to strick

order to reduce or eliminate long
queues in the 1990's the following

NEED T'OR STRATEIGIC
PLANNING FOR THE 19!IO'S

banking regulations, assumed greater

actions should be taken.

From the foregoing it is evident that
the industry will continue to be in the
growth mode for the lst half of 1990's,
and the ability of a bank to survivc will

roles

in the economic stabilisation

process.

Emphasis of goveinment therefore
shifted to monetary policy management
aimed at the economic stabilisation
goal and requiring a more vibrant
banking sector. This is perhaps, responsible for the rather high growth
rate seen between 1986 and 1990.
In my opinion, the considerable
increase in the number of banks does
not in itself pose any danger for the

economy. On the contrary it should be
seen as a healthy development. While

i) Encourage wider use

of

cheques

and improve the baking habits of
the society.

ii) Licence more commercial banks.
iii) Open more bank branches.
iv) Impose stiffer penalties for the
issuance of dud cheques,

v)

Provide better infrastructural

facilities-NEPA, NITEL
vi) Provide better training and manpower development.

If

the estimation
of the.number of customers per bank
branch for Nigeria is correct at about
65000, compared with Kenya's 27000,

India's 3000, USA's 6000 and British's
4000, Nigeria can be said to be relative-

ly under-banked.

There is no descernible reason for
me to forecast bank failures in the
1990's. The major reasons for the
much orchestrated failures of the early
1950's were the absence of apex regulatory bodies like CBN and NDIC, and
inadequate executive capacitv and
capital. The situation is different
today. The country now has highly
qualified and experienced professionals
to handle banking business'. Furthermore, banks must now meet certain
minimum capital requirements before
they are licensed.

However, with the current deregulation of the system, licensing of more

banks and persistent symptoms of
liquidity problems and keener competition among banks, complacent and
inefficient banks could fail in the
1990's. This is true of any other
industry or business, and banks should
not be seen differently in this regard.
Therefore, the reason would not be
solely or ize or age, but the level of
competence and professionalism. The
fittest shall always survive.
The existence of long queues or long
waiting hours in banking halls can be
attributed to Nigeria still being underbanked. However, with the increasing
rat'e of office antomation and physical
growth in banks, it is expected that the
1990's will witness a more prompt and
efficient service.
It must be noted however, that
Nigeria is a cash society because of lack
of confidence in the cheque system. In
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phenomenon described above will lead

to a more mature competitive

in which more attention
,vill be paid to service, costs and

environment,

market orientation.

The effect of continued expansion,

in number of market
participants and the attendant compcithe increase

Lagos may be regarded as over-banked
due to concentration of banks' offices

there, Nigeria is not.

depend largely on expansion of its
deposit base and new products, with
matching effective management. The

tion will put pressure on profits and
However, with the current deregula-

tion of the system, licencing more
bsnks ond persistent symtoms of
liquidity problems and keener competition omong banks could fail in the

1990's. This is true of ony other
industry or business, and banks should
not be seen differently in this regard.

make banks take more risks. Specialisation will emerge and new products

and services will be

introduced

esoeciallv bv new entrants and the well
cabitalisi:d banks, who can absord the

cost

of product

development such as,

machines, security, stand-by
generators and communication
equipment. AII these contribute to
make new product develop'ment and
service delivery more expiensive.

The economy is undergoing massive
face-lift which is expected to continue
into the 1990's. This will continue to
pose chalienges to all economic sectors
and the banking industry in particular.
The increasing complexity and sophistication of the financial system will

always present attendant business
opportunities to the industry to go
round its operators. It must be notec
however, that the cost of funds and
other faetors like physical and human
resources will rise. More participants
will take up market share, while the
buyer puts pressure on prices. Corporate strategies should therefore focus
on cost competitiveness. One might say

that the 'honeY-moon' or the era of
cheap profits for banks will not be
there in the 1990's.
Staffing becomes a Problem as the

pool of trained personnel

becomes

almost exhausted following the upsurge
in the number of newly established
banks. This pool can be increased but

gradually. The Chartered Institute of

Bankers

of Nigeria (CIBN)

and

Financial Institutions Training Centre
(FITC) and the individual banks will be
required to exhibit greater dynamism
through effective manpower training in
response to the signals in the banking
system.

I]OAN PORTFOLIO
The extefid of success of a participating bank will be determined among

their factors by the state of health of its

loan portfolio and

management

systems. As the consumer and depositor demand more and assume higher
bargaining power enhanced by increa-

sing options, cost of funds and other
factors will rise. As the spread income
decreases, banks with low turnover in
this aspect or those with large loan
portfolio becomes vulnerable. This can
be made up through increased productivity and fee income business. The
first half of the 1990's is likely to witness continuing ecgngmic difficulties
and therefore the probability of bad

debts build up. The challenge here is
for the operators to be more prudent in
their lending.

BANKING REGULATION
The banking regulatory bodies are
expected to be more active during the
next decade in pursuance of the desired

result of the Structural Adjustmenl
Programme. Intensified monitoring
and sanctions are to be anticipated in
the areas of:

a) Loan Classification
b) Liquidity Ratio
c) Equity Capitalisation and

Share-

(
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holders Funds

d) Recognition of Income
These areas are subject to

abuses

under the current and continuous de-

regulation policies. Both CBN and
NDIC will in 1990's seek to redress the
current position of under capitalisation
of a large number of banks and the
perceived sub-standard classification
of assets of existing banks. In order to
bring about improved financial condition of the banking industry, some
banks may have to be classified as
"Problem Banks" by the regulatory
agencies.

Furthermore, the challenge for the
industry in the 1990's will be its ability
and capacity to withstand instability of
government policies, e.g", [he 1989

sudden withdrawal

of

deposits of

government and its parastatals, and the
recall of advances secured by foreign
guarantees and deposits iegardless of

the underlying Banker,/Customer

arrangements. Although the NDIC will
protect depositors, bank failures must
be averted in the 1990's because of its
adverse effect on the entire econorqy.

HUMAN RESOURCES
The growing competition

in

the

of not
only deposits and customers but also
staff. In a situation where entry into
the industry is attractive, staffing
becomes a problem as the growth of
the pool of trained personnel falls
lower that the industry growth leVel. It
1990's has engendered poaching

is therefore, recommended to approach

this problem from the following two
ways:

i) It is imperative for Banks,

the
Banking Institute and FITC to co-

ordinate and implement effective

Training Schemes to match the
unfolding scenario for the 1990's.
Infact, Manpower Training and
Development focus will be in the
interest of the banking system to
forestall in the 1990's the bank
failures of the 1950's which were
largely attribu&d to inadequate

ii)

management ahd inexperienced
personnel.
Since the pool oftrained personnel
cannot be increased in a hurry, a

bank must find new ways of

operating with a higher personnel
efficiency ratio through specialisation, and enhanced application of
information technology. Target
market and customer base should
be defined on the basis of available
human and other resources as well

(

as the need to focus on those
products and services where the
business has a relative strength.
After all, in the face of rising
costs and competition pressures, a

bank and any other

business

concern cannot be all things to all
people.

MANAGEMENT
Signals from official sources indicate
that the poor financial conditions of
some banks were directly related to the
banks' quality of management. During
the 1980's, there were evidences that
some banks' management profiles were
characterised by turnover of Directors
and Key Management Staff. Also rampant was baord-room quarrels, insider
abuses, fraud and forgeries, weak

internal control systems, litigations,
and contravention of statutory regulations. The state-owned banks experienced instability of tenure of boards and

top

r-nanagement, undue interference
by their owner states, which are also
heavily indebted to the banks.

In the 1990's Banks should endeavour to instill discipline and inculcate
good management qualities, while
improved credit policies should be put
in place and implemented faithfully.
Prudent and effective management will
go a long way in the survival effort of

growth of any business will depend on

the effectiveness of its

strategic
planning. The imperfections and builtin opportunism created by previous
lop-sided controls and regulation cannot guarantee tuture opportunities.

formal planning in rhe form of

systematic gradual assessment of
opportunities in the light of strengths
and weaknesses of that business is
crucial. This was not quite a big issue
during the era of controls and subsidy.
In the next decade, banks will need
to improve on their financial discipline
and adopt better resource allocation to
survive the intense competition.
Emphasis must be placed on optimum
productivity from personnel, and to
inculcate in all employees the awareness that success of the institution
requires their best effort, for which
they should be adequately rewarded.
Cood Management Controls will
ensure other controls, aided by the

development of

appropriate

information technology. In order to be
efficient . producers, banks must
identify the needs and preferences of
their customers in order to modify and
cater for them.
The general administration should
be flexible and responsive to market
changes. The executives cannot afford
to be distant to the rudiments of their

Banks shouli

banks in the 1990's.

businesses.

INFRASTRUCTURE AND

simple organisation structures, with
few administrative layers and provide

MODERN TECHNOLOGY
Availability of adequate infrastructure and technological development
was observed to be very slow in the
1980's and this might remian so at least

of 1990's in view
of the collosal cost of procuring them.
While items like consistent electricity
during the first half

and water supply, telephones, telex and
transportation are taken for granted in

some parts

of the rvorld, they are

inadequate in Nigeria.

Computer systems are becoming
gadually common place in Nigeria,
and the foreign currency value of such
equipment is falling. The Nigerian
Banking Industry should therefore
take advantage of this to offset the
effects of rhe depreciating Naira. The
installation of modern technology for
business is inevitable as bank iiients
will be much more aware of the need
for faster management information
systems and data processing in the next
decade.

CONCLUSION
Inspite of the uncertainties about the

future, profitabilily, survival

and

operate

for delegation and succession.
Finally, I think the growth potential

of

the. banking industry is high, and
will be further enhanced by the growth
in the Nigerian economy. It is exptected
that banking will continue to be a good
investment in the 1990's. For this to be,

the current situation whereby every
funk wsnts lo do everything must
change, and give way to higher
specialisation by Merchant Banks, and

seg-mentation by commercial and
development banks. The need,to meet
depositors and borrowers demands,
who have wider scope of financial
institutions and instruments will force
costs.up an$ prices down, thereby
reouctng protlt margln.
The need to improve service delivery
at low cost and increase personnel
efficiency, will necessitate substantial
investment in automation, training and
retention of high calibre ernplo;4ees.
Bank management shduld strive to
provide good climate for innovation,
change, competition, calculared risk
taking, and product development so as
to be able to take advantage of whatever unfolds in the Nigerian,s economy
in the 1990's.

